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4/14/71 

Dear Harold, 

Teiay I reeeivei your recentbulky mailing. I've not the 
time now to respond, but there are two tnings which I must call 
to your attention, which I believe involve improper surveillance. 

First, I really think your letter was opened before it got 
to me. Two reasons: 1) Unfortunately I opened the letter by 
tearing open the sealed flap. However, my tearing left most of 
the edge of the flap still glued down. There is, I believe an 
area Where there was a light smudge made on the original sealing. 
Wow, there is about //le inch of clean paper separating the edge 
of the flap and the continuation of the smudge. Also, there are 
2 areas below the current position of the edge of the flap were 
the paper is slightly disturbed as when the glued sheets are 
MEE pried spert. When I said 1/16 inch before, I 'neent 1/16 
vide. It's over an inch long. The letter is postmarked Apr. 12 
PM and Arrived this AM, 

Inside, one letter was damaged. It wee year 3/16/71 to 
Senator Leone. First, it is folded as none of yours I've seen--
into 4 speoes of equal size. It had not been folded prior to 
the making of these. It spnerently has been roughly handldd 
for there are numereue other incemplete folds. Two ohunks of 
the paper have been rIpeed out, one on the top, and one on the 
left side at the middle crease, in a way which removed some 
paper end left irregular, rolled edges. I have no way of knowing 
if this oceured while the letter was in your posheseion but please 
tell me. I cannot see how it could have. 

I've been calling the various people you aeeed me to. Will 
detail later. Called the Bulletin for copies Of FBI stolen does. 
Waited 10 minutes while gal at Switchboard connected me to the 
"Liboary." There .I asked a girl if I could get codes for research. 
She said to a ten near her, "He wants copies of the stolen FBI 
documents." The men laughed and said, "So does the FBI." At that 
a chronic buzz appeared in the oonneotion 30 that I could barely 
hear whet W13 said. The girl said she could only give me dates 
of news stories and I asked again for copy of Suet one doe. A 
man answered anti I repeated my request. Suedenly the connection 
went dead, though the buzzing continued. I don't think the man 
hung up for I did not then get a Gial-tone. Finally I hung up. 

Perhaps you were right that the Bulletin's phones were a 
good tarcret for tapping. 

On a note more negative than I desire, I wish you a (belated 
happy birthday. I believe your letter indio.ted you were 58, but 
I find this incomprehensible for your idealism, dedication, and 
undying efforts seem more like those of one much younger. my 
18th approaches, not brightened by upcoming Congressional action 
which may deny me myx the chance to finish my college education 
on my scholarship and force me to actions I might otherwise never 
consider but to escape that which I refuee to do. 

Beet, 
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